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EURO
EXPORT

code description finish

FEBO - design Antonio Citterio

COVERED LEGS

2850T Bergère with armrests (covered legs) C.O.F. 1.538             
B 1.538             
A 1.589             
Extra/C.O.L. 1.643             
Super 1.714             
Lusso 1.831             
M 2.234             
Beta 2.234             
Alfa/Gamma 2.471             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 2.885             

                     
                     

2830P Headrest cushion C.O.F. 78                 
B 78                 
A 88                 
Extra/C.O.L. 96                 
Super 110                
Lusso 129                
M 178                
Beta 178                
Alfa/Gamma 199                
Koto/Kora/Kasia 243                

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching).

For the product in fabric version the stitching are available only with blanket stitching; 

for the product in leather version the stitching can be chosen between blanket stitching 

or raised stitching. The version with raised stitching is realizable only in matching tone. 

The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated 

list of fabric/leather-product matching. For the cover in velvet Milo the stitching are standard 

(not blanket).

The headrest cushion (2830P) is not included in the product 

and must be ordered separately.
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EURO
EXPORT

code description finish

FEBO - design Antonio Citterio
                     

COVERED LEGS                      

                     
2852T Low sofa (covered legs) C.O.F. 2.242             

B 2.242             
A 2.318             
Extra/C.O.L. 2.431             
Super 2.496             
Lusso 2.677             
M 3.159             
Beta 3.159             
Alfa/Gamma 3.318             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 4.312             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching).

For the product in fabric version the stitching are available only with blanket stitching; 

for the product in leather version the stitching can be chosen between blanket stitching 

or raised stitching. The version with raised stitching is realizable only in matching tone. 

The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated 

list of fabric/leather-product matching. For the cover in velvet Milo the stitching are standard 

(not blanket).

                     
                     

                     

                     
2853T Low sofa (covered legs) C.O.F. 2.546             

B 2.546             
A 2.625             
Extra/C.O.L. 2.743             
Super 2.811             
Lusso 3.000             
M 3.796             
Beta 3.796             
Alfa/Gamma 4.009             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 5.342             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching).

For the product in fabric version the stitching are available only with blanket stitching; 

for the product in leather version the stitching can be chosen between blanket stitching 

or raised stitching. The version with raised stitching is realizable only in matching tone. 

The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated 

list of fabric/leather-product matching. For the cover in velvet Milo the stitching are standard 

(not blanket).
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EURO
EXPORT

code description finish

FEBO - design Antonio Citterio
                     

THERMOPLASTIC MATERIAL LEGS                      

                     
2852CT Low sofa (thermoplastic material legs) C.O.F. 2.604             

B 2.604             
A 2.679             
Extra/C.O.L. 2.793             
Super 2.858             
Lusso 3.039             
M 3.452             
Beta 3.452             
Alfa/Gamma 3.606             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 4.565             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching); legs in bright

chromed or bronzed nickel painted thermoplastic material. For the product in fabric version 

the stitching are available only with blanket stitching; for the product in leather version the

stitching can be chosen between blanket stitching or raised stitching. The version with raised

stitching is realizable only in matching tone. The product is available in one colour. The fabric

version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code,

please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. For the cover in velvet 

Milo the stitching are standard (not blanket).

                     
                     

                     

                     
2853CT Low sofa (thermoplastic material legs) C.O.F. 2.908             

B 2.908             
A 2.987             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.105             
Super 3.173             
Lusso 3.362             
M 4.089             
Beta 4.089             
Alfa/Gamma 4.297             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 5.595             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching); legs in bright

chromed or bronzed nickel painted thermoplastic material. For the product in fabric version 

the stitching are available only with blanket stitching; for the product in leather version the

stitching can be chosen between blanket stitching or raised stitching. The version with raised

stitching is realizable only in matching tone. The product is available in one colour. The fabric

version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code,

please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. For the cover in velvet 

Milo the stitching are standard (not blanket).
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EXPORT

code description finish

FEBO - design Antonio Citterio
                     

WOODEN BASE-FRAME                      

                     
2852LT Low sofa (oak base-frame) C.O.F. 3.160             

B 3.160             
A 3.235             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.349             
Super 3.414             
Lusso 3.595             
M 4.008             
Beta 4.008             
Alfa/Gamma 4.161             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 5.120             

                     
                     

2852LT_W Low sofa (natural wenge base-frame) C.O.F. 3.320             
B 3.320             
A 3.396             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.509             
Super 3.574             
Lusso 3.755             
M 4.168             
Beta 4.168             
Alfa/Gamma 4.322             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 5.281             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching); base-frame 

in grey oak, brushed light oak, brushed black oak or natural wenge. For the product in fabric

version the stitching are available only with blanket stitching; for the product in leather version

the stitching can be chosen between blanket stitching or raised stitching. The version with raised

stitching is realizable only in matching tone. The product is available in one colour. The fabric

version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code,

please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. For the cover in velvet Milo

the stitching are standard (not blanket).
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EURO
EXPORT

code description finish

FEBO - design Antonio Citterio
                     

WOODEN BASE-FRAME                      

                     
2853LT Low sofa (oak base-frame) C.O.F. 3.595             

B 3.595             
A 3.673             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.792             
Super 3.860             
Lusso 4.049             
M 4.776             
Beta 4.776             
Alfa/Gamma 4.984             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.282             

                     
                     

2853LT_W Low sofa (natural wenge base-frame) C.O.F. 3.774             
B 3.774             
A 3.853             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.972             
Super 4.039             
Lusso 4.228             
M 4.955             
Beta 4.955             
Alfa/Gamma 5.163             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.461             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching); base-frame 

in grey oak, brushed light oak, brushed black oak or natural wenge. For the product in fabric

version the stitching are available only with blanket stitching; for the product in leather version

the stitching can be chosen between blanket stitching or raised stitching. The version with raised

stitching is realizable only in matching tone. The product is available in one colour. The fabric

version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code,

please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. For the cover in velvet Milo

the stitching are standard (not blanket).
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DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

QUILTED VERSION - DEPTH CM 89

9TD203 Sofa (covered feet) C.O.F. 3.910  
B 3.910  
A 3.991  
Extra/C.O.L. 4.115  
Super 4.185  
Lusso 4.382  
Beta 5.595  
Alfa/Gamma 5.833  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.321  

9TD203_G Sofa (shellac feet) C.O.F.   4.031
B 4.031  
A 4.112  
Extra/C.O.L. 4.236  
Super 4.306  
Lusso 4.503  
Beta 5.660  
Alfa/Gamma 5.895  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.363  

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching); black shellac 

type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather of the frame. The back 

and the armrests are quilted. The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has

removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 

to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort: at least 

no. 1 optional cushion.
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EXPORT

code description finish

DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

QUILTED VERSION - DEPTH CM 89                      

                     
9TD253 Sofa (covered feet) C.O.F. 4.336             

B 4.336             
A 4.431             
Extra/C.O.L. 4.573             
Super 4.655             
Lusso 4.882             
Beta 6.199             
Alfa/Gamma 6.476             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.206             

                     
                     

9TD253_G Sofa (shellac feet) C.O.F. 4.457             
B 4.457             
A 4.552             
Extra/C.O.L. 4.695             
Super 4.776             
Lusso 5.004             
Beta 6.265             
Alfa/Gamma 6.539             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.251             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching); black shellac 

type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather of the frame. The back 

and the armrests are quilted. The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has

removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 

to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort: at least 

no. 1 optional cushion.
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EXPORT

code description finish

DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

QUILTED VERSION - DEPTH CM 89                      

                     
9TD179S Left/right terminal element (covered feet) C.O.F. 3.340             
9TD179D B 3.340             

A 3.412             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.521             
Super 3.583             
Lusso 3.756             
Beta 4.678             
Alfa/Gamma 4.874             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.097             

                     
                     

9TD179S_G Left/right terminal element (shellac feet) C.O.F. 3.464             
9TD179D_G B 3.464             

A 3.536             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.645             
Super 3.706             
Lusso 3.880             
Beta 4.743             
Alfa/Gamma 4.936             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.139             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching); black shellac 

type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather of the frame. The back 

and the armrests are quilted. The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has

removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 

to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort: at least 

no. 1 optional cushion.
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code description finish

DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

QUILTED VERSION - DEPTH CM 89                      

                     
9TD228S Left/right terminal element (covered feet) C.O.F. 3.844             
9TD228D B 3.844             

A 3.929             
Extra/C.O.L. 4.056             
Super 4.129             
Lusso 4.332             
Beta 5.490             
Alfa/Gamma 5.735             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.264             

                     

                     
9TD228S_G Left/right terminal element (shellac feet) C.O.F. 3.965             
9TD228D_G B 3.965             

A 4.050             
Extra/C.O.L. 4.177             
Super 4.250             
Lusso 4.453             
Beta 5.555             
Alfa/Gamma 5.796             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.306             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching); black shellac 

type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather of the frame. The back 

and the armrests are quilted. The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has

removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 

to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort: at least 

no. 1 optional cushion.
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code description finish

DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

QUILTED VERSION - DEPTH CM 89                      

                     
9TD153LS Left/right chaise longue (covered feet) C.O.F. 2.890             
9TD153LD B 2.890             

A 2.944             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.025             
Super 3.071             
Lusso 3.200             
Beta 4.010             
Alfa/Gamma 4.165             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 5.133             

                     
                     

9TD153LS_G Left/right chaise longue (shellac feet) C.O.F. 3.011             
9TD153LD_G B 3.011             

A 3.065             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.146             
Super 3.192             
Lusso 3.321             
Beta 4.074             
Alfa/Gamma 4.226             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 5.175             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching); black shellac 

type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather of the frame. The back 

and the armrests are quilted. The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has

removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 

to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort: at least 

no. 1 optional cushion.
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EXPORT

code description finish

DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

QUILTED VERSION - DEPTH CM 89                      

                     
9TD228LS Left/right chaise longue (covered feet) C.O.F. 3.692             
9TD228LD B 3.692             

A 3.771             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.892             
Super 3.960             
Lusso 4.152             
Beta 5.178             
Alfa/Gamma 5.399             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.775             

                     
                     

9TD228LS_G Left/right chaise longue (shellac feet) C.O.F. 3.813             
9TD228LD_G B 3.813             

A 3.892             
Extra/C.O.L. 4.013             
Super 4.081             
Lusso 4.273             
Beta 5.243             
Alfa/Gamma 5.460             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.817             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching); black shellac 

type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather of the frame. The back 

and the armrests are quilted. The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has

removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 

to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort: at least 

no. 1 optional cushion.
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code description finish

DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

DEPTH CM 89                      

                     
9DE89P Ottoman (covered feet) C.O.F. 1.323             

B 1.323             
A 1.350             
Extra/C.O.L. 1.380             
Super 1.422             
Lusso 1.481             
Beta 1.712             
Alfa/Gamma 1.795             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 1.992             

                     
                     

9DE89P_G Ottoman (shellac feet) C.O.F. 1.486             
B 1.486             
A 1.513             
Extra/C.O.L. 1.544             
Super 1.585             
Lusso 1.645             
Beta 1.853             
Alfa/Gamma 1.935             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 2.133             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching); black shellac 

type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather of the frame. The product 

is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility 

of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product

matching.
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code description finish

DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

DEPTH CM 89                      

                     
9DE89PC Ottoman (covered feet) C.O.F. 1.816             

B 1.816             
A 1.842             
Extra/C.O.L. 1.890             
Super 1.925             
Lusso 2.009             
Beta 2.311             
Alfa/Gamma 2.388             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 2.778             

                     
                     

9DE89PC_G Ottoman (shellac feet) C.O.F. 1.998             
B 1.998             
A 2.026             
Extra/C.O.L. 2.079             
Super 2.119             
Lusso 2.210             
Beta 2.450             
Alfa/Gamma 2.532             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 2.945             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching); black shellac 

type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather of the frame. The product 

is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility 

of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product

matching.
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DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

DEPTH CM 89                      

                     
9DE153P Ottoman (covered feet) C.O.F. 1.785             

B 1.785             
A 1.824             
Extra/C.O.L. 1.873             
Super 1.937             
Lusso 2.030             
Beta 2.346             
Alfa/Gamma 2.473             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 2.776             

                     
                     

9DE153P_G Ottoman (shellac feet) C.O.F. 1.949             
B 1.949             
A 1.989             
Extra/C.O.L. 2.036             
Super 2.100             
Lusso 2.194             
Beta 2.487             
Alfa/Gamma 2.613             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 2.918             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching); black shellac 

type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather of the frame. The product 

is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility 

of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product

matching.
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DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 104                      

                     
DE203 Sofa (covered feet) C.O.F. 3.996             

B 3.996             
A 4.082             
Extra/C.O.L. 4.213             
Super 4.287             
Lusso 4.494             
Beta 5.760             
Alfa/Gamma 6.018             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.630             

                     
                     

DE203_G Sofa (shellac feet) C.O.F. 4.117             
B 4.117             
A 4.203             
Extra/C.O.L. 4.334             
Super 4.408             
Lusso 4.615             
Beta 5.824             
Alfa/Gamma 6.079             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.673             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching - back cushion

excluded); black shellac type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather 

of the frame. The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list 

of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 60 (DE60C) + no. 2 back cushions 

cm 90 x 60 (DE90C). Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort:

at least no. 2 optional cushions.
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DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 104                      

                     
DE253 Sofa (covered feet) C.O.F. 4.480             

B 4.480             
A 4.580             
Extra/C.O.L. 4.730             
Super 4.816             
Lusso 5.056             
Beta 6.450             
Alfa/Gamma 6.749             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.613             

                     
                     

DE253_G Sofa (shellac feet) C.O.F. 4.601             
B 4.601             
A 4.701             
Extra/C.O.L. 4.851             
Super 4.937             
Lusso 5.177             
Beta 6.515             
Alfa/Gamma 6.810             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.655             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching - back cushion

excluded); black shellac type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather 

of the frame. The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list 

of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (DE60C) + no. 2 back cushions 

cm 90 x 60 (DE90C). Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort:

at least no. 3 optional cushions.
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DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 104                      

                     
DE203C Central element (covered feet) C.O.F. 3.408             

B 3.408             
A 3.485             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.602             
Super 3.668             
Lusso 3.853             
Beta 4.877             
Alfa/Gamma 5.098             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.484             

                     
                     

DE203C_G Central element (shellac feet) C.O.F. 3.529             
B 3.529             
A 3.606             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.722             
Super 3.789             
Lusso 3.974             
Beta 4.942             
Alfa/Gamma 5.161             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.527             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching - back cushion

excluded); black shellac type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather 

of the frame. The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list 

of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: no. 3 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (DE60C). Suggestions to improve 

the individual requirements of comfort: at least no. 2 optional cushions.
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DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 104                      

                     
DE153PS Left/right bench (covered feet) C.O.F. 2.622             
DE153PD B 2.622             

A 2.681             
Extra/C.O.L. 2.769             
Super 2.820             
Lusso 2.961             
Beta 3.648             
Alfa/Gamma 3.796             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 4.725             

                     
                     

DE153PS_G Left/right bench (shellac feet) C.O.F. 2.743             
DE153PD_G B 2.743             

A 2.802             
Extra/C.O.L. 2.890             
Super 2.941             
Lusso 3.082             
Beta 3.712             
Alfa/Gamma 3.858             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 4.768             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching - back cushion

excluded); black shellac type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather 

of the frame. The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list 

of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 60 (DE60C). Suggestions to improve 

the individual requirements of comfort: at least no. 1 optional cushion.
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DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 104                      

                     
DE203PS Left/right bench (covered feet) C.O.F. 3.223             
DE203PD B 3.223             

A 3.292             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.396             
Super 3.455             
Lusso 3.620             
Beta 4.571             
Alfa/Gamma 4.769             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.005             

                     
                     

DE203PS_G Left/right bench (shellac feet) C.O.F. 3.344             
DE203PD_G B 3.344             

A 3.413             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.517             
Super 3.576             
Lusso 3.741             
Beta 4.636             
Alfa/Gamma 4.830             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.047             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching - back cushion

excluded); black shellac type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather 

of the frame. The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list 

of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 60 (DE60C). Suggestions to improve 

the individual requirements of comfort: at least no. 1 optional cushion.
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DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 104                      

                     
DE179S Left/right terminal element (covered feet) C.O.F. 3.365             
DE179D B 3.365             

A 3.438             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.548             
Super 3.610             
Lusso 3.785             
Beta 4.721             
Alfa/Gamma 4.928             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.221             

                     
                     

DE179S_G Left/right terminal element (shellac feet) C.O.F. 3.486             
DE179D_G B 3.486             

A 3.559             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.669             
Super 3.731             
Lusso 3.906             
Beta 4.785             
Alfa/Gamma 4.989             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.264             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching - back cushion

excluded); black shellac type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather 

of the frame. The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list 

of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (DE60C) + no. 1 back cushion 

cm 90 x 60 (DE90C). Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort:

at least no. 2 optional cushions.
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code description finish

DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 104                      

                     
DE228S Left/right terminal element (covered feet) C.O.F. 3.977             
DE228D B 3.977             

A 4.066             
Extra/C.O.L. 4.201             
Super 4.278             
Lusso 4.492             
Beta 5.692             
Alfa/Gamma 5.951             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.575             

                     
                     

DE228S_G Left/right terminal element (shellac feet) C.O.F. 4.098             
DE228D_G B 4.098             

A 4.187             
Extra/C.O.L. 4.322             
Super 4.399             
Lusso 4.613             
Beta 5.756             
Alfa/Gamma 6.013             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.618             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching - back cushion

excluded); black shellac type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather 

of the frame. The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list 

of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: no. 3 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (DE60C) + no. 1 back cushion 

cm 90 x 60 (DE90C). Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort:

at least no. 3 optional cushions.
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code description finish

DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 104                      

                     
DE153TPS Left/right ottoman-terminal element (covered feet) C.O.F. 2.946             
DE153TPD B 2.946             

A 3.006             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.098             
Super 3.150             
Lusso 3.296             
Beta 4.111             
Alfa/Gamma 4.280             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 5.333             

                     
                     

DE153TPS_G Left/right ottoman-terminal element (shellac feet) C.O.F. 3.067             
DE153TPD_G B 3.067             

A 3.127             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.219             
Super 3.271             
Lusso 3.417             
Beta 4.176             
Alfa/Gamma 4.342             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 5.375             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching - back cushion

excluded); black shellac type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather 

of the frame. The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list 

of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: no. 1 back cushion cm 90 x 60 (DE90C).
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EURO
EXPORT

code description finish

DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 104                      

                     
DE228TPS Left/right ottoman-terminal element (covered feet) C.O.F. 3.774             
DE228TPD B 3.774             

A 3.856             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.981             
Super 4.051             
Lusso 4.250             
Beta 5.338             
Alfa/Gamma 5.574             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.050             

                     
                     

DE228TPS_G Left/right ottoman-terminal element (shellac feet) C.O.F. 3.895             
DE228TPD_G B 3.895             

A 3.977             
Extra/C.O.L. 4.102             
Super 4.172             
Lusso 4.371             
Beta 5.403             
Alfa/Gamma 5.636             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.092             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching - back cushion

excluded); black shellac type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather 

of the frame. The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list 

of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 60 (DE60C) + no. 1 back cushion 

cm 90 x 60 (DE90C). Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort:

at least no. 1 optional cushion.
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code description finish

DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 104                      

                     
DE153LS Left/right chaise longue (covered feet) C.O.F. 2.946             
DE153LD B 2.946             

A 3.006             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.098             
Super 3.150             
Lusso 3.296             
Beta 4.111             
Alfa/Gamma 4.280             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 5.333             

                     
                     

DE153LS_G Left/right chaise longue (shellac feet) C.O.F. 3.067             
DE153LD_G B 3.067             

A 3.127             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.219             
Super 3.271             
Lusso 3.417             
Beta 4.176             
Alfa/Gamma 4.342             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 5.375             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching - back cushion

excluded); black shellac type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather 

of the frame. The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list 

of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. 

On the order please specify: no. 1 back cushion cm 90 x 60 (DE90C).
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EXPORT

code description finish

DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 104                      

                     
DE228LS Left/right chaise longue (covered feet) C.O.F. 3.773             
DE228LD B 3.773             

A 3.855             
Extra/C.O.L. 3.980             
Super 4.051             
Lusso 4.249             
Beta 5.337             
Alfa/Gamma 5.573             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.049             

                     
                     

DE228LS_G Left/right chaise longue (shellac feet) C.O.F. 3.894             
DE228LD_G B 3.894             

A 3.976             
Extra/C.O.L. 4.101             
Super 4.172             
Lusso 4.370             
Beta 5.402             
Alfa/Gamma 5.635             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.092             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching - back cushion

excluded); black shellac type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather 

of the frame. The product is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list 

of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 60 (DE60C) + no. 1 back cushion 

cm 90 x 60 (DE90C). Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort:

at least no. 1 optional cushion.
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code description finish

DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

DEPTH CM 104                      

                     
DE104P Ottoman (covered feet) C.O.F. 1.515             

B 1.515             
A 1.542             
Extra/C.O.L. 1.576             
Super 1.620             
Lusso 1.684             
Beta 1.994             
Alfa/Gamma 2.098             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 2.346             

                     
                     

DE104P_G Ottoman (shellac feet) C.O.F. 1.678             
B 1.678             
A 1.705             
Extra/C.O.L. 1.740             
Super 1.783             
Lusso 1.848             
Beta 2.135             
Alfa/Gamma 2.238             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 2.487             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching; black shellac 

type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather of the frame. The product 

is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility 

of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product

matching.
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code description finish

DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

DEPTH CM 104                      

                     
DE104PC Ottoman (covered feet) C.O.F. 2.000             

B 2.000             
A 2.032             
Extra/C.O.L. 2.089             
Super 2.130             
Lusso 2.229             
Beta 2.613             
Alfa/Gamma 2.710             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 3.198             

                     
                     

DE104PC_G Ottoman (shellac feet) C.O.F. 2.199             
B 2.199             
A 2.235             
Extra/C.O.L. 2.297             
Super 2.343             
Lusso 2.452             
Beta 2.770             
Alfa/Gamma 2.873             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 3.391             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching; black shellac 

type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather of the frame. The product 

is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility 

of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product

matching.
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EXPORT

code description finish

DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

DEPTH CM 104                      

                     
DE153P Ottoman (covered feet) C.O.F. 1.902             

B 1.902             
A 1.942             
Extra/C.O.L. 1.990             
Super 2.054             
Lusso 2.147             
Beta 2.528             
Alfa/Gamma 2.669             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 3.010             

                     
                     

DE153P_G Ottoman (shellac feet) C.O.F. 2.065             
B 2.065             
A 2.105             
Extra/C.O.L. 2.154             
Super 2.217             
Lusso 2.311             
Beta 2.668             
Alfa/Gamma 2.812             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 3.152             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: code and colour of the thread (blanket stitching; black shellac 

type finish painted feet or feet covered in the same fabric or leather of the frame. The product 

is available in one colour. The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility 

of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product

matching.
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code description finish

DIVES SOFT - design Antonio Citterio
                     

BACK CUSHIONS                      

                     
DE60C Back cushion cm 60 x 60 C.O.F. 171                

B 171                
Box style typology A 183                

Extra/C.O.L. 206                
Super 222                
Lusso 259                

Beta 346                
Alfa/Gamma 381                
Koto/Kora/Kasia 542                

                     
                     

DE90C Back cushion cm 90 x 60 C.O.F. 214                
B 214                

Box style typology A 227                
Extra/C.O.L. 250                
Super 265                
Lusso 302                
Beta 475                
Alfa/Gamma 523                
Koto/Kora/Kasia 748                
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code description finish

LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 99

9LZ218 C.O.F. 3.861  
B 3.861  

A 3.970  
Extra/C.O.L. 4.135  
Super 4.229  
Lusso 4.491  
Beta 5.554  
Alfa/Gamma 5.846  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.671  

Sofa

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or 

dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The product in fabric version (velvet 

excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product in leather version has the profile stitching. 

The version with profile stitching is realizable only in matching tone. All elements can be 
composed with element having same depth or with elements of bigger depth. The fabric version 
has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 
to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT 
VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 80 x 55 (LZC80_55C).

SOFT

COMPACT
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code description finish

LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 99

9LZ235 C.O.F. 4.163  
B 4.163  
A 4.272  
Extra/C.O.L. 4.438  
Super 4.533  
Lusso 4.797  
Beta 6.058  
Alfa/Gamma 6.362  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.261  

Sofa

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or 

dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The product in fabric version (velvet 

excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product in leather version has the profile stitching. 

The version with profile stitching is realizable only in matching tone. All elements can be 
composed with element having same depth or with elements of bigger depth. The fabric version 
has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 
to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 2 back 
cushions cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 60 x 55

(LZC60_55C).

SOFT

COMPACT
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code description finish

LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 99

9LZ160S C.O.F. 3.123  
9LZ160D B 3.123  

A 3.199  
Extra/C.O.L. 3.314  
Super 3.379  
Lusso 3.562  
Beta 4.395  
Alfa/Gamma 4.606  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 5.922  

Left/right terminal element

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or 

dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The product in fabric version (velvet 

excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product in leather version has the profile stitching. 

The version with profile stitching is realizable only in matching tone. All elements can be 
composed with element having same depth or with elements of bigger depth. The fabric version 
has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 
to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 
cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 55

(LZC60_55C) + no. 1 back cushion cm 72 x 55 (LZC72_55C).

SOFT

COMPACT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 99

9LZ232S C.O.F. 4.145  
9LZ232D B 4.145  

A 4.249  
Extra/C.O.L. 4.405  
Super 4.493  
Lusso 4.742  
Beta 5.977  
Alfa/Gamma 6.270  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.099  

Left/right terminal element

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or 

dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The product in fabric version (velvet 

excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product in leather version has the profile stitching. 

The version with profile stitching is realizable only in matching tone. All elements can be 
composed with element having same depth or with elements of bigger depth. The fabric version 
has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 
to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 
cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 55

(LZC60_55C) + no. 2 back cushions cm 72 x 55 (LZC72_55C).

SOFT

COMPACT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 99

9LZ160PS C.O.F. 3.239  
9LZ160PD B 3.239  

A 3.316  
Extra/C.O.L. 3.433  
Super 3.500  
Lusso 3.686  
Beta 4.511  
Alfa/Gamma 4.720  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.029  

Left/right ottoman-terminal element

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or 

dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The product in fabric version (velvet 

excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product in leather version has the profile stitching. 

The version with profile stitching is realizable only in matching tone. All elements can be 
composed with element having same depth or with elements of bigger depth. The fabric version 
has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 
to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 
cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 55

(LZC60_55C) + no. 1 back cushion cm 72 x 55 (LZC72_55C).

SOFT

COMPACT
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code description finish

LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 99

9LZ232PS C.O.F. 4.123  
9LZ232PD B 4.123  

A 4.224  
Extra/C.O.L. 4.375  
Super 4.461  
Lusso 4.702  
Beta 5.897  
Alfa/Gamma 6.178  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.938  

Left/right ottoman-terminal element

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or 

dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The product in fabric version (velvet 

excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product in leather version has the profile stitching. 

The version with profile stitching is realizable only in matching tone. All elements can be 
composed with element having same depth or with elements of bigger depth. The fabric version 
has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 
to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 
cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 55

(LZC60_55C) + no. 2 back cushions cm 72 x 55 (LZC72_55C).

SOFT

COMPACT
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code description finish

LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 99

9LZ160LS C.O.F. 3.239  
9LZ160LD B 3.239  

A 3.316  
Extra/C.O.L. 3.433  
Super 3.500  
Lusso 3.686  
Beta 4.511  
Alfa/Gamma 4.720  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.029  

Left/right chaise longue

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or 

dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The product in fabric version (velvet 

excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product in leather version has the profile stitching. 

The version with profile stitching is realizable only in matching tone. All elements can be 
composed with element having same depth or with elements of bigger depth. The fabric version 
has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 
to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 
cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 55

(LZC60_55C) + no. 1 back cushion cm 72 x 55 (LZC72_55C).

SOFT

COMPACT
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code description finish

LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 99

9LZ232LS C.O.F. 4.123  
9LZ232LD B 4.123  

A 4.224  
Extra/C.O.L. 4.375  
Super 4.461  
Lusso 4.702  
Beta 5.897  
Alfa/Gamma 6.178  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.938  

Left/right chaise longue

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or 

dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The product in fabric version (velvet 

excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product in leather version has the profile stitching. 

The version with profile stitching is realizable only in matching tone. All elements can be 
composed with element having same depth or with elements of bigger depth. The fabric version 
has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 
to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 
cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 55

(LZC60_55C) + no. 1 back cushion cm 72 x 55 (LZC72_55C).

SOFT

COMPACT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 104

LZ275 C.O.F. 4.851  
B 4.851  
A 4.982  
Extra/C.O.L. 5.181  
Super 5.293  
Lusso 5.609  
Beta 6.994  
Alfa/Gamma 7.352  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 9.590  

Sofa

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or 

dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The product in fabric version (velvet 

excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product in leather version has the profile stitching. 

The version with profile stitching is realizable only in matching tone. All elements can be 
composed with element having same depth or with elements of bigger depth. The fabric version 
has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 
to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 2 back 
cushions cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 72 x 55

(LZC72_55C). Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort: 

at least no. 3 optional cushions.

SOFT

COMPACT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 104

LZ160S C.O.F. 3.273  
LZ160D B 3.273  

A 3.356  
Extra/C.O.L. 3.482  
Super 3.554  
Lusso 3.754  
Beta 4.582  
Alfa/Gamma 4.803  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.182  

Left/right terminal element

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or 

dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The product in fabric version (velvet 

excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product in leather version has the profile stitching. 

The version with profile stitching is realizable only in matching tone. All elements can be 
composed with element having same depth or with elements of bigger depth. The fabric version 
has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 
to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching,

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 

cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 55 

(LZC60_55C) + no. 1 back cushion cm 72 x 55 (LZC72_55C). Suggestions to improve 

the individual requirements of comfort: at least no. 1 optional cushion.

SOFT

COMPACT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 104

LZ249S C.O.F. 4.524  
LZ249D B 4.524  

A 4.640  
Extra/C.O.L. 4.816  
Super 4.917  
Lusso 5.197  
Beta 6.467  
Alfa/Gamma 6.790  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.808  

Left/right terminal element

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or 

dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The product in fabric version (velvet 

excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product in leather version has the profile stitching. 

The version with profile stitching is realizable only in matching tone. All elements can be

composed with element having same depth or with elements of bigger depth. The fabric version

has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer

to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back

cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 72 x 55 

(LZC72_55C). Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort: 

at least no. 3 optional cushions.

SOFT

COMPACT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 104

LZ249PS C.O.F. 4.757  
LZ249PD B 4.757  

A 4.875  
Extra/C.O.L. 5.053  
Super 5.154  
Lusso 5.438  
Beta 6.754  
Alfa/Gamma 7.089  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 9.181  

Left/right ottoman-terminal element

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or 

dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The product in fabric version (velvet 

excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product in leather version has the profile stitching. 

The version with profile stitching is realizable only in matching tone. All elements can be 
composed with element having same depth or with elements of bigger depth. The fabric version 
has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 
to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 

cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 72 x 55 

(LZC72_55C). Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort: 

at least no. 2 optional cushions.

SOFT

COMPACT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

SMOOTH VERSION - DEPTH CM 104

LZ249LS C.O.F. 4.757  
LZ249LD B 4.757  

A 4.875  
Extra/C.O.L. 5.053  
Super 5.154  
Lusso 5.438  
Beta 6.754  
Alfa/Gamma 7.089  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 9.181  

Left/right chaise longue

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or 

dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The product in fabric version (velvet 

excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product in leather version has the profile stitching. 

The version with profile stitching is realizable only in matching tone. All elements can be 
composed with element having same depth or with elements of bigger depth. The fabric version 
has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 
to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 

cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 72 x 55 

(LZC72_55C). Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort: 

at least no. 2 optional cushions.

SOFT

COMPACT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

SMOOTH VERSION 

LZ181L Chaise longue with headboard cushion C.O.F. 2.963  
B 2.963  
A 3.028  
Extra/C.O.L. 3.126  
Super 3.182  
Lusso 3.338  
Beta 4.165  
Alfa/Gamma 4.343  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 5.459  

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown 

or dark brown eco-leather (headrest cushion excluded). The product in fabric version 

(velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product in leather version has the profile 

stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable only in matching tone. The fabric version 
has removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 

to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The headrest cushion is included in the product.
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

SMOOTH VERSION 

LZ78 Armchair C.O.F. 2.050  
B 2.050  
A 2.100  
Extra/C.O.L. 2.176  
Super 2.219  
Lusso 2.340  
Beta 2.767  
Alfa/Gamma 2.889  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 3.649  

LZ78_SC Back cushion (soft version) C.O.F. 150  
B 150  
A 162  
Extra/C.O.L. 181  
Super 191  
Lusso 221  
Beta 263  
Alfa/Gamma 283  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 407  

LZC78_SC C.O.F. 160  
B 160  
A 171  
Extra/C.O.L. 189  
Super 200  
Lusso 228  
Beta 273  
Alfa/Gamma 291  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 414  

Back cushion (compact version)

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown 

or dark brown eco-leather (back cushion excluded). The product in fabric version (velvet 

excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product in leather version has the profile stitching. 

The version with profile stitching is realizable only in matching tone. The fabric version has 

removable covers. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 

to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushion is necessary but not included in the product. On the order please 
specify: SOFT VERSION back cushion (LZ78_SC) + or COMPACT VERSION back cushion 
(LZC78_SC).

SOFT

COMPACT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

TOPSTITCHED VERSION - DEPTH CM 99

9IL218 C.O.F. 4.030  
B 4.030  
A 4.138  
Extra/C.O.L. 4.300  
Super 4.393  
Lusso 4.652  
Beta 5.807  
Alfa/Gamma 6.099  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.926  

Sofa

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown 

or dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The seat cushion is topstitched. 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable only 

in matching tone. It is possible to realized composition only using elements which have the same 
depth. The fabric version has the frame with removable covers and the seat cushion has not 
removable covers. ForFor checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to 

the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) 

or COMPACT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 80 x 55 (LZC80_55C).

SOFT

COMPACT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

TOPSTITCHED VERSION - DEPTH CM 99

9IL235 C.O.F. 4.344  
B 4.344  
A 4.459  
Extra/C.O.L. 4.633  
Super 4.732  
Lusso 5.008  
Beta 6.346  
Alfa/Gamma 6.656  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.592  

Sofa

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown 

or dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The seat cushion is topstitched. 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable only 

in matching tone. It is possible to realized composition only using elements which have the same 
depth. The fabric version has the frame with removable covers and the seat cushion has not 
removable covers. ForFor checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to 

the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 2 back 

cushions cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 60 x 55

(LZC60_55C).

SOFT

COMPACT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

TOPSTITCHED VERSION - DEPTH CM 99

9IL160S C.O.F. 3.228  
9IL160D B 3.228  

A 3.309  
Extra/C.O.L. 3.431  
Super 3.501  
Lusso 3.696  
Beta 4.597  
Alfa/Gamma 4.815  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.180  

Left/right terminal element

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown 

or dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The seat cushion is topstitched. 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable only 

in matching tone. It is possible to realized composition only using elements which have the same 
depth. The fabric version has the frame with removable covers and the seat cushion has not 
removable covers. ForFor checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to 

the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 

cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 55 

(LZC60_55C) + no. 1 back cushion cm 72 x 55 (LZC72_55C).

SOFT

COMPACT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

TOPSTITCHED VERSION - DEPTH CM 99

9IL232S C.O.F. 4.241  
9IL232D B 4.241  

A 4.347  
Extra/C.O.L. 4.507  
Super 4.599  
Lusso 4.854  
Beta 6.168  
Alfa/Gamma 6.463  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.306  

Left/right terminal element

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown 

or dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The seat cushion is topstitched. 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable only 

in matching tone. It is possible to realized composition only using elements which have the same 
depth. The fabric version has the frame with removable covers and the seat cushion has not 
removable covers. ForFor checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to 

the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 

cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 55 

(LZC60_55C) + no. 2 back cushions cm 72 x 55 (LZC72_55C).

SOFT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

TOPSTITCHED VERSION - DEPTH CM 99

9IL160PS C.O.F. 3.276  
9IL160PD B 3.276  

A 3.359  
Extra/C.O.L. 3.483  
Super 3.554  
Lusso 3.753  
Beta 4.682  
Alfa/Gamma 4.899  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.261  

Left/right ottoman-terminal element

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown 

or dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The seat cushion is topstitched. 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable only 

in matching tone. It is possible to realized composition only using elements which have the same 
depth. The fabric version has the frame with removable covers and the seat cushion has not 
removable covers. ForFor checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to 

the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 

cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 55 

(LZC60_55C) + no. 1 back cushion cm 72 x 55 (LZC72_55C).

SOFT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

TOPSTITCHED VERSION - DEPTH CM 99

9IL232PS C.O.F. 4.223  
9IL232PD B 4.223  

A 4.330  
Extra/C.O.L. 4.491  
Super 4.583  
Lusso 4.840  
Beta 6.161  
Alfa/Gamma 6.456  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.302  

Left/right ottoman-terminal element

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown 

or dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The seat cushion is topstitched. 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable only 

in matching tone. It is possible to realized composition only using elements which have the same 
depth. The fabric version has the frame with removable covers and the seat cushion has not 
removable covers. ForFor checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to 

the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 

cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 55 

(LZC60_55C) + no. 1 back cushion cm 72 x 55 (LZC72_55C).
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

TOPSTITCHED VERSION - DEPTH CM 99

9IL160LS C.O.F. 3.276  
9IL160LD B 3.276  

A 3.359  
Extra/C.O.L. 3.483  
Super 3.554  
Lusso 3.753  
Beta 4.682  
Alfa/Gamma 4.899  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.261  

Left/right chaise longue

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown 

or dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The seat cushion is topstitched. 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable only 

in matching tone. It is possible to realized composition only using elements which have the same 
depth. The fabric version has the frame with removable covers and the seat cushion has not 
removable covers. ForFor checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to 

the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 

cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 55 

(LZC60_55C) + no. 1 back cushion cm 72 x 55 (LZC72_55C).

SOFT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

TOPSTITCHED VERSION - DEPTH CM 99

9IL232LS C.O.F. 4.223  
9IL232LD B 4.223  

A 4.330  
Extra/C.O.L. 4.491  
Super 4.583  
Lusso 4.840  
Beta 6.161  
Alfa/Gamma 6.456  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.302  

Left/right chaise longue

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown 

or dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The seat cushion is topstitched. 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable only 

in matching tone. It is possible to realized composition only using elements which have the same 
depth. The fabric version has the frame with removable covers and the seat cushion has not 
removable covers. ForFor checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to 

the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 

cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 55 

(LZC60_55C) + no. 1 back cushion cm 72 x 55 (LZC72_55C).

SOFT

COMPACT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

TOPSTITCHED VERSION - DEPTH CM 104

IL275 C.O.F. 5.072  
B 5.072  
A 5.204  
Extra/C.O.L. 5.405  
Super 5.519  
Lusso 5.838  
Beta 7.358  
Alfa/Gamma 7.718  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 9.973  

Sofa

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown 

or dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The seat cushion is topstitched. 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable only 

in matching tone. It is possible to realized composition only using elements which have the same

depth. The fabric version has the frame with removable covers and the seat cushion has not

removable covers. ForFor checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer 

to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 2 back 

cushions cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 72 x 55 

(LZC72_55C). Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort: 

at least no. 3 optional cushions.
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

TOPSTITCHED VERSION - DEPTH CM 104

IL160S C.O.F. 3.334  
IL160D B 3.334  

A 3.418  
Extra/C.O.L. 3.543  
Super 3.615  
Lusso 3.815  
Beta 4.766  
Alfa/Gamma 4.994  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 6.423  

Left/right terminal element

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown 

or dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The seat cushion is topstitched. 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable only 

in matching tone. It is possible to realized composition only using elements which have the same 
depth. The fabric version has the frame with removable covers and the seat cushion has not 
removable covers. ForFor checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to 

the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 

cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 1 back cushion cm 60 x 55 

(LZC60_55C) + no. 1 back cushion cm 72 x 55 (LZC72_55C). Suggestions to improve 

the individual requirements of comfort: at least no. 1 optional cushion.

SOFT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

TOPSTITCHED VERSION - DEPTH CM 104

IL249S C.O.F. 4.698  
IL249D B 4.698  

A 4.823  
Extra/C.O.L. 5.011  
Super 5.118  
Lusso 5.418  
Beta 6.816  
Alfa/Gamma 7.150  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 9.236  

Left/right terminal element

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown 

or dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The seat cushion is topstitched. 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable only 

in matching tone. It is possible to realized composition only using elements which have the same 
depth. The fabric version has the frame with removable covers and the seat cushion has not 
removable covers. ForFor checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to 

the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 

cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 72 x 55

(LZC72_55C). Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort: 

at least no. 3 optional cushions.

SOFT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

TOPSTITCHED VERSION - DEPTH CM 104

IL249PS C.O.F. 4.809  
IL249PD B 4.809  

A 4.939  
Extra/C.O.L. 5.135  
Super 5.246  
Lusso 5.559  
Beta 7.023  
Alfa/Gamma 7.381  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 9.618  

Left/right ottoman-terminal element

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown 

or dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The seat cushion is topstitched. 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable only 

in matching tone. It is possible to realized composition only using elements which have the same 
depth. The fabric version has the frame with removable covers and the seat cushion has not 
removable covers. ForFor checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to 

the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 

cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 72 x 55 

(LZC72_55C). Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort: 

at least no. 2 optional cushions.

SOFT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

TOPSTITCHED VERSION - DEPTH CM 104

IL249LS C.O.F. 4.809  
IL249LD B 4.809  

A 4.939  
Extra/C.O.L. 5.135  
Super 5.246  
Lusso 5.559  
Beta 7.023  
Alfa/Gamma 7.381  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 9.618  

Left/right chaise longue

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown 

or dark brown eco-leather (back cushions excluded). The seat cushion is topstitched. 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable only 

in matching tone. It is possible to realized composition only using elements which have the same 
depth. The fabric version has the frame with removable covers and the seat cushion has not 
removable covers. ForFor checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to 

the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushions are necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION no. 2 back cushions cm 60 x 60 (LZ60C) + no. 1 back 

cushion cm 90 x 60 (LZ90C) or COMPACT VERSION no. 3 back cushions cm 72 x 55 

(LZC72_55C). Suggestions to improve the individual requirements of comfort: 

at least no. 2 optional cushions.

SOFT

COMPACT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

TOPSTITCHED VERSION 

IL181L C.O.F. 3.121  
B 3.121  
A 3.189  
Extra/C.O.L. 3.291  
Super 3.349  
Lusso 3.512  
Beta 4.444  
Alfa/Gamma 4.632  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 5.803  

Chaise longue with headrest cushion

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown 

or dark brown eco-leather (headrest cushion excluded). The seat cushion is topstitched. 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable 

only in matching tone. The fabric version has the frame with removable covers and the 

seat cushion has not removable covers. ForFor checking the feasibility of the covers for 

each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The headrest cushion is included in the product.
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

TOPSTITCHED VERSION 

IL78 Armchair C.O.F. 2.111  
B 2.111  
A 2.161  
Extra/C.O.L. 2.237  
Super 2.280  
Lusso 2.401  
Beta 2.879  
Alfa/Gamma 3.006  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 3.799  

LZ78_SC Back cushion (soft version) C.O.F. 150  
B 150  
A 162  
Extra/C.O.L. 181  
Super 191  
Lusso 221  
Beta 263  
Alfa/Gamma 283  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 407  

LZC78_SC C.O.F. 160  
B 160  
A 171  
Extra/C.O.L. 189  
Super 200  
Lusso 228  
Beta 253  
Alfa/Gamma 270  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 378  

Back cushion (compact version)

On the order please specify: base-frame in bronzed nickel painted, painted black chrome, 

amber painted or graphite painted aluminium; profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown 

or dark brown eco-leather (back cushion excluded). The seat cushion is topstitched. 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable 

only in matching tone. The fabric version has the frame with removable covers and the 

seat cushion has not removable covers. ForFor checking the feasibility of the covers 

for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. 

The back cushion is necessary but not included in the product. On the order 

please specify: SOFT VERSION back cushion cm 60 x 60 (LZ78_SC) 

or COMPACT VERSION back cushion (LZC78_SC).

SOFT

COMPACT
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LUCREZIA SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

BACK CUSHIONS - SOFT VERSION

LZ60C Back cushion cm 60 x 60 C.O.F. 171  
B 171  

Box style typology A 183  
Extra/C.O.L. 206  
Super 222  
Lusso 259  
Beta 346  
Alfa/Gamma 381  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 542  

LZ90C Back cushion cm 90 x 60 C.O.F. 214  
B 214  

Box style typology A 227  
Extra/C.O.L. 250  
Super 265  
Lusso 302  
Beta 475  
Alfa/Gamma 523  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 748  

BACK CUSHIONS - COMPACT VERSION

LZC60_55C Back cushion cm 60 x 55 C.O.F. 154  
B 154  

Box style typology A 163  
Extra/C.O.L. 175  
Super 182  
Lusso 203  
Beta 330  
Alfa/Gamma 351  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 486  

LZC72_55C Back cushion cm 72 x 55 C.O.F. 176  
B 176  

Box style typology A 190  
Extra/C.O.L. 213  
Super 225  
Lusso 260  
Beta 348  
Alfa/Gamma 378  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 563  

LZC80_55C Back cushion cm 80 x 55 C.O.F. 186  
B 186  

Box style typology A 200  
Extra/C.O.L. 222  
Super 235  
Lusso 270  
Beta 380  
Alfa/Gamma 408  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 579  
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LUCREZIA SOFT TO SIZE - design Antonio Citterio

LZM235 C.O.F. 5.289  
B 5.289  
A 5.459  
Extra/C.O.L. 5.645  
Super 5.923  
Lusso 6.291  
Beta 6.518  
Alfa/Gamma 7.196  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.409  

Sofa to size from cm 235 to cm 195

On the order please specify: profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or dark brown 

eco-leather (back cushions excluded). Base-frame in bronzed nickel painted aluminium 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable 

only in matching tone. The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility 

of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product 

matching.

The product is realized to size in width and depth as the dimensions indicated 

on the drawing, to specify on the order. The elements realized to size have the 

internal frame in wood. For comfort reasons it is not possible to match standard 

elements with elements to size. The back cushions are not included, on the order 
please specify quantity and codes.
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LUCREZIA SOFT TO SIZE - design Antonio Citterio

LZM275 C.O.F. 5.851  
B 5.851  
A 6.039  
Extra/C.O.L. 6.242  
Super 6.546  
Lusso 6.950  
Beta 7.203  
Alfa/Gamma 7.952  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 9.297  

Sofa to size from cm 275 to cm 239

On the order please specify: profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or dark brown 

eco-leather (back cushions excluded). Base-frame in bronzed nickel painted aluminium 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable 

only in matching tone. The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility 

of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product 

matching. 

The product is realized to size in width and depth as the dimensions indicated 

on the drawing, to specify on the order. The elements realized to size have the 

internal frame in wood. For comfort reasons it is not possible to match standard 

elements with elements to size. The back cushions are not included, on the order 
please specify quantity and codes.
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LUCREZIA SOFT TO SIZE - design Antonio Citterio

LZM168S C.O.F. 4.426  
LZM168D B 4.426  

A 4.569  
Extra/C.O.L. 4.723  
Super 4.957  
Lusso 5.267  
Beta 5.453  
Alfa/Gamma 6.018  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.026  

Left/right terminal element to size from cm 168 to cm 160

On the order please specify: profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or dark brown 

eco-leather (back cushions excluded). Base-frame in bronzed nickel painted aluminium 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable 

only in matching tone. The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility 

of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product 

matching.

The product is realized to size in width and depth as the dimensions indicated 

on the drawing, to specify on the order. The elements realized to size have the 

internal frame in wood. For comfort reasons it is not possible to match standard 

elements with elements to size. The back cushions are not included, on the order 
please specify quantity and codes.
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LUCREZIA SOFT TO SIZE - design Antonio Citterio

LZM216S C.O.F. 4.995  
LZM216D B 4.995  

A 5.159  
Extra/C.O.L. 5.325  
Super 5.590  
Lusso 5.931  
Beta 6.139  
Alfa/Gamma 6.777  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.911  

Left/right terminal element to size from cm 216 to cm 172

On the order please specify: profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or dark brown 

eco-leather (back cushions excluded). Base-frame in bronzed nickel painted aluminium 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable 

only in matching tone. The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility 

of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product 

matching. 

The product is realized to size in width and depth as the dimensions indicated 

on the drawing, to specify on the order. The elements realized to size have the 

internal frame in wood. For comfort reasons it is not possible to match standard 

elements with elements to size. The back cushions are not included, on the order 
please specify quantity and codes.
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LUCREZIA SOFT TO SIZE - design Antonio Citterio

LZM249S C.O.F. 5.373  
LZM249D B 5.373  

A 5.553  
Extra/C.O.L. 5.724  
Super 6.010  
Lusso 6.373  
Beta 6.595  
Alfa/Gamma 7.283  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.500  

Left/right terminal element to size from cm 249 to cm 220

On the order please specify: profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or dark brown 

eco-leather (back cushions excluded). Base-frame in bronzed nickel painted aluminium 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable 

only in matching tone. The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility 

of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product 

matching. 

The product is realized to size in width and depth as the dimensions indicated 

on the drawing, to specify on the order. The elements realized to size have the 

internal frame in wood. For comfort reasons it is not possible to match standard 

elements with elements to size. The back cushions are not included, on the order 
please specify quantity and codes.
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LUCREZIA SOFT TO SIZE - design Antonio Citterio

LZM216PS C.O.F. 5.335  
LZM216PD B 5.335  

A 5.493  
Extra/C.O.L. 5.678  
Super 5.955  
Lusso 6.311  
Beta 6.533  
Alfa/Gamma 7.199  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.393  

Left/right ottoman-terminal element to size from cm 216 to cm 176

On the order please specify: profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or dark brown 

eco-leather (back cushions excluded). Base-frame in bronzed nickel painted aluminium 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable 

only in matching tone. The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility 

of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product 

matching. 

The product is realized to size in width and depth as the dimensions indicated 

on the drawing, to specify on the order. The elements realized to size have the 

internal frame in wood. For comfort reasons it is not possible to match standard 

elements with elements to size. The back cushions are not included, on the order 
please specify quantity and codes.
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LUCREZIA SOFT TO SIZE - design Antonio Citterio

LZM232PS C.O.F. 5.584  
LZM232PD B 5.584  

A 5.747  
Extra/C.O.L. 5.942  
Super 6.230  
Lusso 6.600  
Beta 6.835  
Alfa/Gamma 7.530  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.779  

Left/right ottoman-terminal element to size from cm 232 to cm 220

On the order please specify: profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or dark brown 

eco-leather (back cushions excluded). Base-frame in bronzed nickel painted aluminium 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable 

only in matching tone. The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility 

of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product 

matching. 

The product is realized to size in width and depth as the dimensions indicated 

on the drawing, to specify on the order. The elements realized to size have the 

internal frame in wood. For comfort reasons it is not possible to match standard 

elements with elements to size. The back cushions are not included, on the order 
please specify quantity and codes.
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LUCREZIA SOFT TO SIZE - design Antonio Citterio

LZM249PS C.O.F. 5.836  
LZM249PD B 5.836  

A 6.003  
Extra/C.O.L. 6.205  
Super 6.507  
Lusso 6.889  
Beta 7.137  
Alfa/Gamma 7.861  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 9.167  

Left/right ottoman-terminal element to size from cm 249 to cm 236

On the order please specify: profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or dark brown 

eco-leather (back cushions excluded). Base-frame in bronzed nickel painted aluminium 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable 

only in matching tone. The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility 

of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product 

matching. 

The product is realized to size in width and depth as the dimensions indicated 

on the drawing, to specify on the order. The elements realized to size have the 

internal frame in wood. For comfort reasons it is not possible to match standard 

elements with elements to size. The back cushions are not included, on the order 
please specify quantity and codes.
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LUCREZIA SOFT TO SIZE - design Antonio Citterio

LZM216LS C.O.F. 5.335  
LZM216LD B 5.335  

A 5.493  
Extra/C.O.L. 5.678  
Super 5.955  
Lusso 6.311  
Beta 6.533  
Alfa/Gamma 7.199  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.393  

Left/right chaise longue to size from cm 216 to cm 176

On the order please specify: profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or dark brown 

eco-leather (back cushions excluded). Base-frame in bronzed nickel painted aluminium 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable 

only in matching tone. The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility 

of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product 

matching.

The product is realized to size in width and depth as the dimensions indicated 

on the drawing, to specify on the order. The elements realized to size have the 

internal frame in wood. For comfort reasons it is not possible to match standard 

elements with elements to size. The back cushions are not included, on the order 
please specify quantity and codes.
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LUCREZIA SOFT TO SIZE - design Antonio Citterio

LZM232LS C.O.F. 5.584  
LZM232LD B 5.584  

A 5.747  
Extra/C.O.L. 5.942  
Super 6.230  
Lusso 6.600  
Beta 6.835  
Alfa/Gamma 7.530  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.779  

Left/right chaise longue to size from cm 232 to cm 220

On the order please specify: profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or dark brown 

eco-leather (back cushions excluded). Base-frame in bronzed nickel painted aluminium 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable 

only in matching tone. The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility 

of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product 

matching.

The product is realized to size in width and depth as the dimensions indicated 

on the drawing, to specify on the order. The elements realized to size have the 

internal frame in wood. For comfort reasons it is not possible to match standard 

elements with elements to size. The back cushions are not included, on the order 
please specify quantity and codes.
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LUCREZIA SOFT TO SIZE - design Antonio Citterio

LZM249LS C.O.F. 5.836  
LZM249LD B 5.836  

A 6.003  
Extra/C.O.L. 6.205  
Super 6.507  
Lusso 6.889  
Beta 7.137  
Alfa/Gamma 7.861  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 9.167  

Left/right chaise longue to size from cm 249 to cm 236

On the order please specify: profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or dark brown 

eco-leather (back cushions excluded). Base-frame in bronzed nickel painted aluminium 

The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; the product 

in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching is realizable 

only in matching tone. The fabric version has removable covers. For checking the feasibility 

of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product 

matching. 

The product is realized to size in width and depth as the dimensions indicated 

on the drawing, to specify on the order. The elements realized to size have the 

internal frame in wood. For comfort reasons it is not possible to match standard 

elements with elements to size. The back cushions are not included, on the order 
please specify quantity and codes.
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OTIUM SOFT - design Antonio Citterio

BACK CUSHIONS - COMPACT VERSION

NUC55_52C Back cushion cm 55 x 52 C.O.F. 144  
B 144  

Box style typology A 153  
Extra/C.O.L. 165  
Super 172  
Lusso 193  
M 303  
Beta 303  
Alfa/Gamma 323  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 442  

NUC63_52C Back cushion cm 63 x 52 C.O.F. 154  
B 154  

Box style typology A 163  
Extra/C.O.L. 175  
Super 182  
Lusso 203  
M 330  
Beta 330  
Alfa/Gamma 351  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 486  

NUC71_52C Back cushion cm 71 x 52 C.O.F. 176  
B 176  

Box style typology A 190  
Extra/C.O.L. 213  
Super 225  
Lusso 260  
M 420  
Beta 348  
Alfa/Gamma 378  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 563  

NUC83_52C Back cushion cm 83 x 52 C.O.F. 186  
B 186  

Box style typology A 200  
Extra/C.O.L. 222  
Super 235  
Lusso 270  
M 380  
Beta 380  
Alfa/Gamma 408  
Koto/Kora/Kasia 579  

On the order please specify: profiles in rope, dark grey, tortora, brown or dark brown 

eco-leather. The product in fabric version (velvet excluded) has the eco-leather profiles; 

the product in leather version has the profile stitching. The version with profile stitching 

is realizable only in matching tone. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item 

code,please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching. For the cover 

in velvet Licata, Luni, Samara or Sirio the stitching are standard.
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INTERVALLUM - design Antonio Citterio
                     

9950N Dormeuse C.O.F. 2.174             
B 2.174             
A 2.242             
Extra/C.O.L. 2.324             
Super 2.465             
Lusso 3.109             
Beta 3.205             
Alfa/Gamma 3.642             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 4.008             

                     
                     

Lower edge in bronzed nickel painted steel. The product is available in one or two colours. 

The one colour version is realized with cover and profiles in the same fabric/leather colour 

while the two colours version (only for the fabric version) is realized only with cover in fabric 

and profiles in fabric Bellano, velvet Luni, Samara o Sirio. The fabric version has the seat 

cushion with removable cover and the frame cover can be removed with difficulty. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated 

list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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INTERVALLUM - design Antonio Citterio
                     

IV104PQ Square ottoman C.O.F. 1.877             
B 1.877             
A 1.908             
Extra/C.O.L. 1.954             
Super 1.981             
Lusso 2.055             
Beta 2.182             
Alfa/Gamma 2.258             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 2.683             

                     
                     

Lower edge in bronzed nickel painted steel. The product is available in one or two colours. 

The one colour version is realized with cover and profiles in the same fabric/leather colour 

while the two colours version (only for the fabric version) is realized only with cover in fabric 

and profiles in fabric Bellano, velvet Luni, Samara o Sirio. The covers are difficult to remove. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list 

of fabric/leather-product matching.

                     
                     

                     

                     
IV153P Rectangular ottoman C.O.F. 2.408             

B 2.408             
A 2.453             
Extra/C.O.L. 2.521             
Super 2.560             
Lusso 2.668             
Beta 2.779             
Alfa/Gamma 2.882             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 3.462             

                     
                     

Lower edge in bronzed nickel painted steel. The product is available in one or two colours. 

The one colour version is realized with cover and profiles in the same fabric/leather colour 

while the two colours version (only for the fabric version) is realized only with cover in fabric 

and profiles in fabric Bellano, velvet Luni, Samara o Sirio. The covers are difficult to remove. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list 

of fabric/leather-product matching.
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INTERVALLUM - design Antonio Citterio
                     

IV110DP Round ottoman C.O.F. 1.540             
B 1.540             
A 1.575             
Extra/C.O.L. 1.627             
Super 1.657             
Lusso 1.740             
Beta 1.802             
Alfa/Gamma 1.867             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 2.231             

                     
                     

Lower edge in bronzed nickel painted steel. The product is available in one or two colours. 

The one colour version is realized with cover and profiles in the same fabric/leather colour 

while the two colours version (only for the fabric version) is realized only with cover in fabric 

and profiles in fabric Bellano, velvet Luni, Samara o Sirio. The covers are difficult to remove. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list 

of fabric/leather-product matching.

                     
                     

                     

                     
IV154DP Round ottoman C.O.F. 1.851             

B 1.851             
A 1.895             
Extra/C.O.L. 1.961             
Super 1.998             
Lusso 2.104             
Beta 2.348             
Alfa/Gamma 2.455             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 3.070             

                     
                     

Lower edge in bronzed nickel painted steel. The product is available in one or two colours. 

The one colour version is realized with cover and profiles in the same fabric/leather colour 

while the two colours version (only for the fabric version) is realized only with cover in fabric 

and profiles in fabric Bellano, velvet Luni, Samara o Sirio. The covers are difficult to remove. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list 

of fabric/leather-product matching.
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INTERVALLUM - design Antonio Citterio
                     

IV59P Oval ottoman C.O.F. 504                
B 504                
A 516                
Extra/C.O.L. 533                
Super 543                
Lusso 572                
Beta 616                
Alfa/Gamma 644                
Koto/Kora/Kasia 806                

                     
                     

The product is available in one or two colours. The one colour version is realized with cover 

and profiles in the same fabric/leather colour while the two colours version (only for the fabric

version) is realized only with cover in fabric and profiles in fabric Bellano, velvet Luni, Samara 

o Sirio. The covers are difficult to remove. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each 

item code, please refer to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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IMPRIMATUR - design Antonio Citterio
                     

9862N Sofa with back cushions C.O.F. 4.183             
B 4.183             
A 4.304             
Extra/C.O.L. 4.441             
Super 4.689             
Lusso 5.798             
Beta 6.013             
Alfa/Gamma 6.832             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 7.516             

                     
                     

Lower edge in bronzed nickel painted steel. The product is available in one or two colours. 

The one colour version is realized with cover and profiles in the same fabric/leather colour 

while the two colours version (only for the fabric version) is realized only with cover in fabric 

and profiles in fabric Bellano, velvet Luni, Samara o Sirio. The fabric version has the seat 

cushions and back cushions with removable covers and the frame cover can be removed 

with difficulty. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer

to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are included in the product. Suggestions to improve the individual

requirements of comfort: at least no. 3 optional cushions.

                     
                     

                     

                     
9863N Sofa with back cushions C.O.F. 4.838             

B 4.838             
A 4.969             
Extra/C.O.L. 5.122             
Super 5.394             
Lusso 6.568             
Beta 7.086             
Alfa/Gamma 8.049             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 8.854             

                     
                     

Lower edge in bronzed nickel painted steel. The product is available in one or two colours. 

The one colour version is realized with cover and profiles in the same fabric/leather colour 

while the two colours version (only for the fabric version) is realized only with cover in fabric 

and profiles in fabric Bellano, velvet Luni, Samara o Sirio. The fabric version has the seat 

cushions and back cushions with removable covers and the frame cover can be removed 

with difficulty. For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer

to the dedicated list of fabric/leather-product matching.

The back cushions are included in the product. Suggestions to improve the individual

requirements of comfort: at least no. 4 optional cushions.
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IMPRIMATUR - design Antonio Citterio
                     

9865N Armchair C.O.F. 1.764             
B 1.764             
A 1.805             
Extra/C.O.L. 1.849             
Super 1.934             
Lusso 2.263             
Beta 2.291             
Alfa/Gamma 2.604             
Koto/Kora/Kasia 2.862             

                     
                     

Lower edge in bronzed nickel painted steel. The product is available in one or two colours. 

The one colour version is realized with cover and profiles in the same fabric/leather colour 

while the two colours version (only for the fabric version) is realized only with cover in fabric 

and profiles in fabric Bellano, velvet Luni, Samara o Sirio. The fabric version has the seat 

cushion with removable cover and the frame cover can be removed with difficulty. 

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated 

list of fabric/leather-product matching.
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DIKE - design Antonio Citterio
                     

LD153Q Queen size bed for slatted base cm 152 x 199 C.O.F. 951                
B 951                
A 955                
Extra 1.020             
Super 1.050             
Lusso 1.118             

                     
                     

The bed is available with 2 front feet and 2 wheels (positioned on the rear crosspiece). 

Feet in black painted steel. Wheels in black plastic material. The product has removable covers.

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list 

of fabric/leather-product matching.

The slatted base is not included, on the order please specify quantity and code. 

Mattress (cm 153 x 203) not available for queen size version.

                     
                     

                     

                     
LD193K King size bed for slatted base cm 192 x 199 C.O.F. 976                

B 976                
A 1.001             
Extra 1.043             
Super 1.074             
Lusso 1.142             

                     
                     

The bed is available with 2 front feet and 2 wheels (positioned on the rear crosspiece). 

Feet in black painted steel. Wheels in black plastic material. The product has removable covers.

For checking the feasibility of the covers for each item code, please refer to the dedicated list 

of fabric/leather-product matching.

The slatted base is not included, on the order please specify quantity and code. 

Mattress (cm 193 x 203) not available for king size version.
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ABSEO - design Antonio Citterio
                     

ABS160TQ Square table Oak 5.538             
Natural wenge 5.587             
Tineo 5.991             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: frame and top in grey oak, brushed light oak, 

brushed black oak, natural wenge or tineo semi-glossy.

                     
                     

                     

                      
ABS240T Rectangular table Oak 4.903             

Natural wenge 5.003             
Tineo 5.384             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: frame and top in grey oak, brushed light oak, 

brushed black oak, natural wenge or tineo semi-glossy.
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ABSEO - design Antonio Citterio
                     

ABS300T Rectangular table Oak 6.005             
Natural wenge 6.179             
Tineo 6.618             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: frame and top in grey oak, brushed light oak, 

brushed black oak, natural wenge or tineo semi-glossy.
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CONVIVIO - design Antonio Citterio
                     

9610 Round table (painted edge) Oak 2.746             
Natural wenge 2.852             

                     
                     

9610_CL Round table (bright chromed edge) Oak 2.831             
Natural wenge 2.950             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: frame and top in grey oak, brushed light oak, 

brushed black oak or natural wenge; edge in bright chromed or bronzed 

nickel painted steel.

                     
                     

                     

                     
9615 Round table (painted edge) Oak 3.273             

Natural wenge 3.432             
                     
                     

9615_CL Round table (bright chromed edge) Oak 3.356             
Natural wenge 3.516             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: frame and top in grey oak, brushed light oak, 

brushed black oak or natural wenge; edge in bright chromed or bronzed 

nickel painted steel.
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PATHOS - design Antonio Citterio
                     

TPA190M Elliptic table (painted frame) Glossy 3551
                     
                     

TPA190 Elliptic table (bright chromed frame) Glossy 4055
                     
                     

On the order please specify: glossy anthracite, glossy desert, glossy steel grey, 

glossy coffee or glossy brick red painted top; support frame in bright chromed 

or bronzed nickel painted steel.

                     
                     

                     

                      
TPA190BP Elliptic table (painted frame) Guatemala marble 4047

Marquinia marble 4195
Calacatta marble 4557

TPA190P Elliptic table (bright chromed frame) Guatemala marble 4552
Marquinia marble 4701
Calacatta marble 5062

                     
                     

On the order please specify: top in  Guatemala green marble (glossy polyester finish), 

Marquinia black marble (glossy polyester finish or matt polyester finish) or Calacatta white 

marble (glossy polyester finish); support frame in bright chromed or bronzed nickel painted steel.
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PATHOS - design Antonio Citterio
                     

TPA250M Elliptic table (painted frame) Glossy 3915
                     
                     

TPA250 Elliptic table (bright chromed frame) Glossy 4498
                     
                     

On the order please specify: glossy anthracite, glossy desert, glossy steel grey, 

glossy coffee or glossy brick red painted top; support frame in bright chromed 

or bronzed nickel painted steel.

                     
                     

                     

                      
TPA250BP Elliptic table (painted frame) Guatemala marble 4.454             

Marquinia marble 4.766             
Calacatta marble 5.290             

                     
                     

TPA250P Elliptic table (bright chromed frame) Guatemala marble 5.036             
Marquinia marble 5.349             
Calacatta marble 5.872             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: top in  Guatemala green marble (glossy polyester finish), 

Marquinia black marble (glossy polyester finish or matt polyester finish) or Calacatta white 

marble (glossy polyester finish); support frame in bright chromed or bronzed nickel painted steel.
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XILOS - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMTT16N Round table Oak 3.879             
Natural wenge 4.186             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: frame and top in grey oak, brushed light oak, 

brushed black oak or natural wenge. With the table is available the swivel tray code SMTG7N.

                     
                     

                     

                      
SMTT16PN Round table Guatemala marble 5.376             

Marquinia marble 5.594             
Calacatta marble 6.379             
Emperador marble 5.723             
Sahara marble 8.588             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: frame in grey oak, brushed light oak, brushed black oak 

or natural wenge; top in Guatemala green marble (glossy polyester finish), Marquinia 

black marble (glossy polyester finish), Calacatta white marble (glossy polyester finish), 

Emperador marble (glossy polyester finish) or Sahara noir marble (glossy polyester finish). 

With the table is available the swivel tray code SMTG7N.
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XILOS - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMTQ18N Square table Oak 4.464             
Natural wenge 4.795             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: frame and top in grey oak, brushed light oak, 

brushed black oak or natural wenge. With the table is available the swivel tray code SMTG7N.
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XILOS - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMTV15P Round low table Guatemala marble 4.696             
Marquinia marble 4.886             
Calacatta marble 5.572             
Emperador marble 4.999             
Sahara marble 7.502             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: frame in grey oak, brushed light oak, brushed black oak 

or natural wenge; top in Guatemala green marble (glossy polyester finish), Marquinia 

black marble (glossy polyester finish), Calacatta white marble (glossy polyester finish), 

Emperador marble (glossy polyester finish) or Sahara noir marble (glossy polyester finish). 

                     
                     

                     

                      
SMTV18P Round low table Guatemala marble 5.268             

Marquinia marble 5.482             
Calacatta marble 6.251             
Emperador marble 5.609             
Sahara marble 8.417             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: frame in grey oak, brushed light oak, brushed black oak 

or natural wenge; top in Guatemala green marble (glossy polyester finish), Marquinia 

black marble (glossy polyester finish), Calacatta white marble (glossy polyester finish), 

Emperador marble (glossy polyester finish) or Sahara noir marble (glossy polyester finish). 
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XILOS - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMTVQ15N Square low table Oak 3.093             
Natural wenge 3.548             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: frame and top in grey oak, brushed light oak, 

brushed black oak or natural wenge. 

                     
                     

                     

                      
SMTVQ15P Square low table Guatemala marble 4.581             

Marquinia marble 4.767             
Calacatta marble 5.436             
Emperador marble 4.877             
Sahara marble 7.319             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: frame in grey oak, brushed light oak, brushed black oak 

or natural wenge; top in Guatemala green marble (glossy polyester finish), Marquinia 

black marble (glossy polyester finish), Calacatta white marble (glossy polyester finish), 

Emperador marble (glossy polyester finish) or Sahara noir marble (glossy polyester finish). 
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XILOS - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMTVR18N Rectangular low table Oak 2.514             
Natural wenge 3.318             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: frame and top in grey oak, brushed light oak, 

brushed black oak or natural wenge. 

                     
                     

                     

                      
SMTVR18P Rectangular low table Guatemala marble 4.638             

Marquinia marble 4.827             
Calacatta marble 5.504             
Emperador marble 4.938             
Sahara marble 7.410             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: frame in grey oak, brushed light oak, brushed black oak 

or natural wenge; top in Guatemala green marble (glossy polyester finish), Marquinia 

black marble (glossy polyester finish), Calacatta white marble (glossy polyester finish), 

Emperador marble (glossy polyester finish) or Sahara noir marble (glossy polyester finish). 
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CUMA EXTENSIBLE - design Antonio Citterio
                     

TCU260 Console-table with extensible top Oak 3.941             
Natural wenge 4.334             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: frame and top in grey oak, brushed light oak, 

brushed black oak or natural wenge. Natural anodized (0040A) crosspiece protection.
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ELIOS - design Antonio Citterio
                     

TME8 Round small table (painted frame) Glass 1.675             
                     
                     

TME8_CL Round small table (bright chromed frame) Glass 1.813             
                     
                     

On the order please specify: frame in bright chromed or bronzed nickel painted steel.

Top in black back-painted smoky glass (0140F).

                     
                     

                     

                      
TME12 Round small table (painted frame) Glass 2.953             

                     
                     

TME12_CL Round small table (bright chromed frame) Glass 3.135             
                     
                     

On the order please specify: frame in bright chromed or bronzed nickel painted steel.

Top in black back-painted smoky glass (0140F).
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LITHOS - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMTL4 Square small table Oak 753                
Natural wenge 774                

                     
                     

On the order please specify: top in grey oak, brushed light oak, brushed black oak 

or natural wenge; frame in painted black chrome, bronzed nickel painted, amber painted 

or graphite painted steel.

                     
                     

                     

                      
SMTL6 Square small table Oak 1.855             

Natural wenge 2.026             
                     
                     

On the order please specify: top in grey oak, brushed light oak, brushed black oak 

or natural wenge; frame in painted black chrome, bronzed nickel painted, amber painted 

or graphite painted steel.
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LITHOS - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMTL5 Rectangular small table Oak 1.104             
Natural wenge 1.391             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: top in grey oak, brushed light oak, brushed black oak 

or natural wenge; frame in painted black chrome, bronzed nickel painted, amber painted 

or graphite painted steel.

                     
                     

                     

                     
SMTL7 Rectangular small table Oak 2.505             

Natural wenge 2.760             
                     
                     

On the order please specify: top in grey oak, brushed light oak, brushed black oak 

or natural wenge; frame in painted black chrome, bronzed nickel painted, amber painted 

or graphite painted steel.
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ALCOR - design Antonio Citterio
                     

LXT90QM Square small table Guatemala marble 2.907             
Marquinia marble 3.025             
Calacatta marble 3.449             
Emperador marble 3.095             
Sahara marble 4.333             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: top in Guatemala green marble (glossy polyester finish), 

Marquinia black marble (glossy polyester finish), Calacatta white marble (glossy polyester 

finish), Emperador marble (glossy polyester finish) or Sahara noir marble (glossy polyester finish); 

support frame in painted black chrome, bronzed nickel painted, amber painted 

or graphite painted aluminium.

                     
                     

                     

                      
LXT130M Round low table Guatemala marble 3.714             

Marquinia marble 3.864             
Calacatta marble 4.406             
Emperador marble 3.954             
Sahara marble 5.535             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: top in Guatemala green marble (glossy polyester finish), 

Marquinia black marble (glossy polyester finish), Calacatta white marble (glossy polyester 

finish), Emperador marble (glossy polyester finish) or Sahara noir marble (glossy polyester finish); 

support frame in painted black chrome, bronzed nickel painted, amber painted 

or graphite painted aluminium.
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ALCOR - design Antonio Citterio
                     

LXT180M Round low table Guatemala marble 6.647             
Marquinia marble 6.916             
Calacatta marble 7.887             
Emperador marble 7.076             
Sahara marble 9.907             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: top in Guatemala green marble (glossy polyester finish), 

Marquinia black marble (glossy polyester finish), Calacatta white marble (glossy polyester 

finish), Emperador marble (glossy polyester finish) or Sahara noir marble (glossy polyester finish); 

support frame in painted black chrome, bronzed nickel painted, amber painted 

or graphite painted aluminium.
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MAX - design Antonio Citterio
                     

SMSCR22 Desk table with drawers (painted frame) Oak 4.186             
Natural wenge 4.315             

                     
                     

SMSCR22_CL Desk table with drawers (bright chromed frame) Oak 4.456             
Natural wenge 4.585             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: top and drawers in grey oak, brushed light oak, 

brushed black oak or natural wenge; frame in chromed, bronzed nickel painted 

or painted black chrome steel.

                     
                     

                     

                      
TMA124 Writing-desk table with extensible top and drawers (painted frame) Oak 4.281             

Natural wenge 4.375             
                     
                     

TMA124_CL Writing-desk table with extensible top and drawers (bright chromed frame) Oak 4.529             
Natural wenge 4.623             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: top and drawers in grey oak, brushed light oak, 

brushed black oak or natural wenge; frame in chromed, bronzed nickel painted 

or painted black chrome steel.
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TRIGO - design B&B Italia CR&S
                     

TRG1 Round carpet cm Ø 300 3.596             
                     
                     

On the order please specify: cream (0246P), dove grey (0298T) or anthracite (0743A) colour.

Carpet in 100% Econyl (recycled nylon). Made in Portugal.

                     
                     

                     

                      
TRG2 Rectangular carpet cm 200 x 300 2.397             

                     
                     

On the order please specify: cream (0246P), dove grey (0298T) or anthracite (0743A) colour.

Carpet in 100% Econyl (recycled nylon). Made in Portugal.
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TRIGO - design B&B Italia CR&S
                     

TRG3 Rectangular carpet cm 250 x 350 3.496             
                     
                     

On the order please specify: cream (0246P), dove grey (0298T) or anthracite (0743A) colour.

Carpet in 100% Econyl (recycled nylon). Made in Portugal.

                     
                     

                     

                      
TRG4 Tappeto rettangolare cm 300 x 400 4.795             

                     
                     

Specificare all’ordine: colore panna (0246P), tortora (0298T) o antracite (0743A).

Tappeto in 100% Econyl (nylon riciclato). Made in Portogallo.
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TRIGO - design B&B Italia CR&S
                     

TRG1R Round carpet per square meter 400                
                     
                     

On the order please specify: cream (0246P), dove grey (0298T) or anthracite (0743A) colour.

Carpet in 100% Econyl (recycled nylon). Made in Portugal.

The maximum realizable diameter is 4,30 m. The necessary quantity of square

meters needs to be calculated according to the circumference enclosed in a square.

The square side corresponds to the carpet diameter that has to be realized.

                     
                     

                     

                      
TRG Rectangular carpet per square meter 400                

                     
                     

On the order please specify: cream (0246P), dove grey (0298T) or anthracite (0743A) colour.

Carpet in 100% Econyl (recycled nylon). Made in Portugal.

The maximum realizable width is 4,30 m; the maximum realizable length is 9,00 m.
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